
SHEETROCK  FINITURA
Sheetrock Finitura Fine Finisher

Ready to use extra 
smooth fine finisher:

- Provides smooth 

  finished surface

- Specially formulated 

  to go over plaster

- Low paint absorption

- Economical
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Description Ready mix finishing compound for interior use Sheetrock® Finitura is a smooth fine finisher 
for interior use. Provides excellent workability with good open time and ensures extra smooth 
surface with strong bonding onto gypsum board, plaster, concrete, and masonry.  The low 
paint absorption makes Finitura economic solution, especially when designer high-end paints 
are applied. Surface can be sanded once dry to remove any imperfection. 

Application

Advantages

Product data

Packaging

Sheetrock Finitura is specialy formulated for treatment of gypsum plaster, but
can be applied to different surfaces with excellent result, as follows:
* Gypsum board
* Concrete
* Masonry

The material can be applied both manually or via airless machine with
minimum debit of 4 liters/minute (Graco Mark 5 or similar).

Layer of max  3 mm  is recommended when appied by hand.
When sprayed, the material can be diluted - up to 1 liter of water
per 20 kg. Recommended nozzle size 531.

For best results, 2 layers of application is recommended especially when covering plaster.
Can be applied as finishing layer after skim coating with Sheetrock All Purpose.

After application the surface can be sanded, if required. Recommended grid paper № 280
or higher.
The temperature of the air and surfaces during application should be min 13° C, max 35° C.

* Ready-mixed formula - no waste. After application rest of the material can be stored in a 
closed pail
* Easy to apply
* Extra smooth finished surface
* Low paint absobtion - reduces paint consumption

Fine Finisher, vinyl based formula.
Suitable for both hand and machine application.

25 kg pail
6 kg pail
20 kg bag

Consumption Depends on the type and quality on substrate surface!
Indicative consumption on gypsum plaster: 1 kg/sqm
on gypsum board: 0.800 kg/sqm.

Storage

Color

Store Finitura closed in dry and fresh spaces. Storing temperature: 5°<>30°. 
Rotate stock on first-in, first out basis. Max storing time:9 months. Protect 
from freezing!

White


